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Starting point 
ELAG, Palma de Mallorca, May 2012 
• 1,2 million volumes, out of it some 20 thousands in open shelves 
• recent 40 years UDC, Czech subject headings 
• recent 11 years PSH and Conspectus 
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New library 
1,2 million volumes, open shelving full capacity over 600 thousand volumes 
ELAG, Palma de Mallorca, May 2012 
Challenge 
• How to shelf some 300 thousand volumes into open 
shelves in a country without any such experience? 
 UDC? PSH? 
 LCCS! Why?  
 exact rules for shelving large collections 
 broadly used 
 well supported 
?  no experience in Czechia 
• Decision made May 2005 
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0. Preparatory phase 
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• 2005: 
–  copy cataloguing LoC retaining field 050 
– pioneer team 3,5 fte 
– visit to Warsaw University library 
• ca 400 thousand LCC coded volumes in open shelves 
• project started 10 years before moving 
• detailed methodology 
• 2006: 
– training by Richard Sapon-White 
– tuning the procedure 
1. Massive attack 
• 2007 summer work camp: 
– 22 LIS students trained and hired for ca 5.5 man-years 
– the outcome proved the need for another 30 man years 
– opening date was set to 09/09/2009 - less than 2 years 
• Crisis !!! 
• Librarians accepted that IT might help  
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2. Computer aided classification 
• Based on 
– title, series, subject headings, Conspectus, PSH, UDC 
– simplified Cutter table 
• Trial and error: learning on manually indexed records 
• Production phase 
– 300 thousand titles classified, revised and re-classified   
        in less than 6 months 
– 10 fold productivity increase over manual indexing 
– 66 % correct subject part 
– 95 % correct Cutter 
• Finished 30 November 2008 
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3. ES based solution 
• Search - matching bibliographic data to hierarchical taxonomy (5k 
nodes) 
• Semantic (cze/eng) and adaptive similarity matching   
• Self-learning algorithms 
• One click confirmation (by users) 
• Recommended revisions 
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4. Shelving – virtual  
• Virtual shelves loaded 
• 1/6 capacity put aside (5 shelves used in 6 shelf racks) 
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5. Shelving - physical 
• Import into Aleph 
• Labelling the volumes 
• Location plan 
• Manual for moving 
– physical moving May 2009 
– exact location, e.g. 6D023 (floor, 
section, rack #) shown in item 
display 
• > 250 thousand volumes 
shelved until opening day 
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Thanks for your attention 
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Sir Tim Berners-Lee 
 
for Nobel prize ! 
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